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A. Strategic Plan 
Provide an update as to the progress /implementation of the Strategic Plan. 

● Actions you have taken 
● Successes you have had 
● Support you still need

 
Connecting with Policy Members 
Reviewing ideas and goals with other partner organizations 
Trying to run the “renew or become a member” before Jun 30, 2023 and be entered in a giveaway for a 
free Vision registration or Amazon gift card 

 

List the strategies that have been completed. 

None at this time. Continuing to work with Policy Committee to offer wonderful things for FCS Divison 
members.  

B. Contributions to Region and Division Members 
Please remember the importance of engagement of members during this time and let ACTE know how we 
can help engaging your members with you! Please also let us know how you have engaged ACTE members 
within the past 4 months. Indicate if the work falls under any of the Strategic Plan.

 
Membership renewal or become a member initiative with give-aways.  
Newsletters 
E-blast request for Career Cluster work– members in FCS need to know what is going on since FCS isn’t 
clear in the Clusters model. Hoping our members will have the ability to engage industry.  

ACTE is working to communicate and disseminate innovation at the forefront of all Regions and Divisions 
as an effort to support other CTE professionals around the nation. We anticipate highlighting the innovations 
in ACTE’s publications, blogs, and webinars and other similar activities. Please highlight any recent 
innovative ideas within your Region or Division. 

FCCLA has been hosting some really awesome industry tours during the school year.  
Do we take a step in the IAED arena and do an article on LBGTQA in CTE (maybe this has already been 
done) based on the current climate in states– CTE is for ALL.  

 



 

C. Succession Planning 
Do you have any information you wish you had been provided during your new Board Orientation (what you 
know now that you wish you had known then)? Do you have any suggestions on future Vice Presidents for your 
Region or Division? Or any suggestions on future ACTE President-Elect candidates? 

For VP- ACTE Vision is a time when you are EXTREMELY busy. Your schedule is planned out from a 
Board perspective, but you need to ensure that you are using your Policy Committee to help you do work- 
finding a keynote, building the budget for the year, coming up with ideas for social times, and being at 
meetings when you can't due to Board responsibilities. etc.  
 
Organization is key. Use the Google Drive for ALL things as a VP.  

 

D. Region/Division Concerns 

What are your concerns for your 
Region/Division specifically 

What are the implications for 
ACTE? 

In what capacity can ACTE 
assist in addressing this issue? 

I’d love to do some niche 
things for FCS. Counseling 
has RECCES and WBL has 
some webinars. I'm wondering 
if we mirror those in other 
divisions or do we come up 
with our own way to connect 
more often to our members? 

Connections to ACTE that 
shows more benefit to 
members. 
Potential increase of renewals 
or new memberships.  

Help with organization, 
communication out to the 
membership, advertising.  

   

   

 

E. Items to be placed on the Board Agenda for Discussion 
(Only include items that require Board discussion or action. These will be placed on the Board meeting agenda.) 

None at this time.  
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